NEW INFORMATION

VALUING FORESTS AND FOREST LAND IN NEW ZEALAND:

PRACTICE AND PRINCIPLES


This FRI bulletin is an update of a similar paper produced by G. R. Watt and T. Fraser in 1978 entitled "Principles and Practice of Valuing Forest and Forest Land in New Zealand" (Economics of Silviculture Report No. 115, 1978 (unpublished). It provides a good general discussion on several approaches to the valuation of forest land and forests. It is suggested that for young trees (age 1 to 3-5 years for radiata pine) replacement cost is the most relevant measure of tree value, and that for older trees current realisable value or potential future value are more important. For the young trees current costs are compounded forward at a chosen interest rate, whilst for older trees potential future value is discounted backward at a chosen interest rate. The authors indicate that rates of 6% to 8% are appropriate rates to use for forest valuation.

The bulletin also briefly covers the internal rate of return (IRR) approach to forest valuation, which the authors conclude is "unsoundly based and should not be used", despite the fact that it is widely used in New Zealand. The IRR method is very similar to the "cost compounded" method recommended by the authors for young trees, and the "expectation value" method recommended by the authors for older trees. The simple and basic difference is that for the cost compounded and expectation value methods an interest rate is chosen to be the compound or discount rate, whilst in the IRR method the compound/discount rate is calculated. Where different valuers have identical basic data i.e. land value, forest establishment and tending costs, overheads, and expected revenue, then any difference in their estimates of forest value can only reflect a difference in the interest rate used, a rate which is subjectively chosen by those using the cost compounded or expectation value methods, and which is objectively calculated by those using the IRR method. Knowing this, it is difficult to accept the author's contentions that the IRR method is "not well founded and should be rejected".

It is of interest to delve a little further into the role of the forest valuer to seek a possible explanation. There are many reasons for producing a forest valuation, and different methods are most appropriate in different circumstances. Basically, however, the requirements for valuations can be split into two broad areas:

- a valuation produced by a disinterested party (a professional forest valuer) as an independent estimate of forest worth. In this situation there are usually two different parties with an opposing interest in the value of the forest. e.g. buyer and seller, forest owner and insurance company, forest owner and a party mounting a company takeover bid.
- a valuation produced by an interested party (generally the forest owner, or a potential buyer) as an evaluation for his own purposes, e.g. a grower checking future forest management options, a potential buyer assessing what he can afford to pay at his own guiding rate of return, an investor undertaking a project evaluation.

In the first broad area, it is obvious that an interest rate chosen by either party will destroy the independent status of the valuation, and it is appropriate that a rate be calculated using the IRR method. It is emphasised that the valuation produced, if used as a sale price, provides for the buyer and seller to have received the same rate of return on their respective investments. As a valuation is only an estimate of sale price, there is nothing to prevent buyer and seller using their strengths and weaknesses to come to a mutually agreeable price. This is quite appropriate in New Zealand where most
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sales of forests are for strategic reasons i.e. processors assuring themselves of access to future resources rather than purely for financial investment.

In the second broad area, the interested party is free to dictate or choose whatever interest rate he sees fit to use, as there is no requirement for independence. As such the cost compounded and expectation value methods are quite appropriate methods to use. A good example is N.Z. Forest Products Ltd who are reported to have chosen to value their forest using an interest rate of 4% (NBR, Nov. 11, 1985), a low rate of return reflecting their particular appreciation of their own forest assets. Tasman Forestry Ltd is predicted to choose an interest rate of 6% (NBR, May 23, 1986).

It is interesting to note that the authors consider 6-8% to be used for the cost compounded and expectation value methods of forest valuation, and state that "this range is in line with the theoretical rates of return on current forest investment" — a fact that can only be shown by using the IRR method of analysis. The 6-8% also conveniently falls either side of the 7% the Wellington sharebroking firm of Jarden and Company have dictated should be the minimum return on forestry investment (NBR, Nov. 18, 1985).

An assumption which is made in all three methods of forest valuation, and which is not addressed by the authors, is the assumption that a forest increases in value at a constant rate over the entire growing cycle, as evidenced by the use of a single 'chosen or calculated' rate of interest. This assumption is open to debate especially for very young trees, and for mature trees. Due to the lack of a well established and sensitive price size gradient for logs in New Zealand, the rate of value growth of mature trees is reflected by the percentage rate of volume growth, which is generally unrelated to any financial criteria.

One mistake in the bulletin which should be pointed out is made in section 3.1.2, where the authors state that in relation to improvements to the land "work done or materials used that are arresting or elimination of erosion or flooding"

It is clearly stated in the Valuation of Land Act 1951 (as introduced by the Valuation of Land Amendment Act (No. 2) 1970), that the abovementioned items are specifically excluded from the definition of improvements. This is of importance in valuing forest land in that expenditure on such items as road formation, vegetation removal or fertilizing are not improvements, but all contribute to land value.

The authors have contributed significantly to the general debate on forest valuation procedures in New Zealand, a topic due to be the subject of a seminar to be arranged by the Institute of Foresters. Whilst the IRR method has not received favourable comment by the authors who have rejected it without real justification, readers keeping this fact in mind will find the bulletin readable and useful. It is unlikely, however, that a standard method of valuation for all purposes will ever eventuate. An interesting forthcoming exercise will be the valuation of the State forest assets to be vested in the new Forestry Corporation, which will determine to a great extent the Corporation's ability to earn the rate of return required by Treasury.